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Restaurant Table
Simulator, version 2012
by Gary Thompson

Executive Summary

R

estaurant Table Simulator (RTS) is an Excel-based model for simulating table usage in
restaurants. RTS, which includes a charts and results tables, can be used to improve a
restaurant’s mix of tables. While the CHR already has a web-based tool for identifying
restaurant table mixes, this version of RTS is useful in that it runs in Excel. The tool contains
fill-in tables that will allow restaurant managers to run “what-if ” scenarios for different table mixes,
using different assumptions. Additionally it provides graphical information that the web-based tool
doesn’t. Finally, it allows for situations where customers select their own tables, instead of being assigned
to a table by a host or hostess, a scenario common in many restaurants. These features make this
version of interest and more accessible to a wider group of restaurant managers and hospitality educators.
4
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Restaurant Simulator v. 2012

by Gary Thompson

M

odel Purpose: This model is designed to simulate a restaurant, for the purposes of
evaluating and improving upon the restaurant’s table mix.  Based on an Excel platform,
it allows users to input their data to model various table combinations under a variety
of assumptions. This document explains how the simulator works and gives examples
of various screens, including both inputs and outputs.
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Exhibit 1

Input Screen 1

sheet (Exhibit 8), and in the Alterna2
tives Tried sheet (Exhibit 10). If desired,
change the table mix in the dark blue
cells, and return to step 5.
(7) Through trial and error, you should
be able to find improved table mixes,
though you will probably reach a point
where additional improvements cannot be found. The ‘Alternatives Tried’
sheet can be helpful for reviewing your
progress.

Inputs
In this model, inputs are shown in lightblue colored cells. There are a variety of
inputs related to parties, by size:
• the proportion of all parties which that
party represents;
• the value of the party (average check,
for example);

Summary Instructions

• the mean and standard deviation of the
service duration; and

ou select theTooption
of parties
selecting
their own tables, you• amust
also
the will wait for a table before
limit on
howspecify
long the party
use the model,
please do
the following:
ihood that (1)
each
sizetheparty
choose
various
do this on the “Inputs,
Specify
data inwill
the light
blue colored
cellstable
on firstsizes. You departing.
2” sheet, a screen
capture
of
which
is
shown
here:
input screen (Exhibit 1).
These are illustrated in Exhibit 1.
(2) If customers will be picking their own tables, specify
the data in the light blue colored cells on the ‘Inputs,
Part 2’ sheet (Exhibit 2).

If you select the option of parties selecting their own
tables, you must also specify the likelihood that each size
party will choose various table sizes. You do this on the
“Inputs, Part 2” sheet, a screen capture of which is shown in
Exhibit 2.

(3) Enter the starting table mix in the dark blue colored
cells (Exhibit 4).
If you select the
option
of parties selecting their own tables, you must also specify the
Exhibit
2
(4) Click “Clear
Results Tracklikelihood
thatInput
eachScreen
size 2party will choose various table sizes. You do this on the “Input
ing” to delete any results
Part 2” sheet, a screen capture of which is shown here:
information from previous trials stored on the
“Alternatives Tried” sheet
(Exhibit 10).
(5) Click “Simulate the
Restaurant” to bring up
the simulator interface
form, where you specify
additional parameters
(Exhibit 5).  
(6) After running the simulation, review the results
in the Utilization Chart
(Exhibit 7), on the Results
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The
atorsimulator
requires that
requires
you specify
that youthe
specify
number
theof
number
partiesofthat
parties
you expect
that youtoexpect
arrive,to
byarrive, by
15-minute
e period, during
period,a peak
duringperiod
a peak
ofperiod
up to 7ofhours,
up to as
7 hours,
shownasinshown
the left-most
in the left-most
of the of the
nwo
captures
screen captures
shown below.
shownYou
below.
mustYou
alsomust
specify
alsothe
specify
spacethe
requirements
space requirements
of each of each
ble
izebeing
of table
considered,
being considered,
as shownasinshown
the right-most
in the right-most
screen capture
screenbelow.
capture below.
Exhibit 3

Exhibit 4

Exhibit 5

Also
tratedillustrated
in the right-most
inParty
the right-most
screen capture
screenare
capture
the
cells,
are
the
colored
cells,incolored
dark-blue,
in
dark-blue,
whereinterface
where
Table
specification
Simulator
screen
arrival
you
fy the
specify
mix of
thetables
mix
of
you
tables
wish
you
to
evaluate.
wish
to
evaluate.
These
dark
These
blue
dark
cells
blue
are
the
cells
decision
are
the
decision
screen
specification screen
his
ellsmodel.
for this model.

Here is description of the parameters in the simulator interface form:
After specifying the data on theDescription
“Inputs, Part 1” sheet
Parameter
(and,
if
appropriate,
on
the
“Inputs,
Part
2” sheet), clicking
Number of Days to Number of days that will be simulated.
More days require m
the
“Simulate
the
Restaurant”
button
will
bring up
Simulate time to run, but give a better estimate
of the
thesimutrue performanc
lator interface form, which I describe on the next page. I
Think of this as a waiting area in the restaurant, for example
Maximum Number show a screen capture of this form here and on the next page.
party arrives when the limit on the number of waiting partie
of Waiting Parties
been reached, that party will be lost.
After
specifying
thethe
data
on
the
“Inputs,
Part
1”
sheet
(and,
if
appropriate,
on the “Inputs,
cifying
the data on
“Inputs,
Part
1”
sheet
(and,
if
appropriate,
on
the
“Inputs,
The simulator requires that you specify
number
Givethe
Table
to of
If
a
table
frees up, this rule will assign it to longest waiting p
Part
sheet), the
clicking
the
“Simulate
the
Restaurant”
button
will
bring
up
the
simulator
eet),2”clicking
“Simulate
the
Restaurant”
button
will
bring
up
the
simulator
parties that you expect to arrive, by 15-minute
time period,
Party Waiting
that
will
fit
in the table.
nterface
form, capture
aduring
screenaof
capture
of
shown
below,
where
specify additional
form,
a screen
which
isofwhich
shown
below,
you
specify
peak
period
up to 7is
hours,
aswhere
shown
in
Exhibit
3.youadditional
Longest
You must also specify the space requirements of each size of
parameters:
s:
Give Table to
If a table frees up, this rule will assign it to the largest waitin
table being considered, as shown in Exhibit 4.
Largest
Party
party that fits in the table (ignoring waits).
Also illustrated in Exhibit 4 are the cells, colored in dark
An arriving party will select their own table, from those ava
blue, where you specify the mix of tables you wish to evaluParties Self-Select
ate. These dark blue cells are the decision cells for this model. based on the probabilities in the “Inputs. Part 2” sheet
Select Different
Selecting this option will give you different results when yo
Random Number
the model a second time because it will use different random
Stream
numbers.
This option is very useful for comparing different table mixe
table-assignment options, since it uses a common set of
Use Common
information on parties when conducting the simulation. To
History
this option you should run the “Create Common History” fu
only once.
8
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Exhibit 6

Simulator interface screen and description of parameters

Decisions
After simulating a specific table mix, you can review the
results (as I describe on the following pages) and perhaps
identify a different table mix to evaluate. You would enter
that new mix in the dark-blue cells of the screen in Exhibit 4.
Through trial and error, you should be able to find improved
table mixes, though you will probably reach a point where
additional improvements cannot be found.

description of the parameters in the simulator interface form:
Number of Days to Simulate
Number of days that will be simulated. More days require more time to
ameter
Description
run, but give a better estimate of the true performance.
of Days to Number
of
days
that
will
be
simulated.
More
daysofrequire
morearea in the restaurant, for example. If a party
Maximum Number of Waiting Parties
Think
this as a waiting
arrives
when
the
limit
Simulate time to run, but give a better estimate of the true performance.on the number of waiting parties has been
reached, that party will be lost.
Think of this as a waiting area in the restaurant, for example. If a
m Number Give Table to Party Waiting Longest
If a table frees up, this rule will assign it to longest waiting party that will
party arrives when the limit on the number of fit
waiting
parties has
in the table.
ng Parties
been reached, that party will be lost.
Give Table to Largest Party
If a table frees up, this rule will assign it to the largest waiting party that
ble to
fits in the table (ignoring waits).
If a table frees up, this rule will assign it to longest waiting party
aiting
Parties
Self-Select
An arriving party will select their own table, from those available, based
that
will
fit in the table.
on the probabilities in the “Inputs. Part 2” sheet, Exhibit 2.

ble to
Party

elf-Select

ifferent
Number

mmon
History

Select
Different
Number
Stream
option will give you different results when you run the
If
a table
freesRandom
up, this
rule will
assign it to theSelecting
largestthiswaiting
model a second time because it will use different random numbers.
party that fits in the table (ignoring waits).
Use Common History
This option is useful for comparing different table mixes or tableAn
arriving party will select their own table, from
those
available,
assignment
options,
since it uses a common set of information on parties
based on the probabilities in the “Inputs. Part 2”
sheet
when
conducting the simulation. To use this option you should run the
“Create Common
History”
Selecting this option will give you different results
when you
runfunction only once.
Create
Common
Historytime because it will use different
This function
will create a common set of randomly generated party
the
model
a second
random
information (arrival time, size, wait tolerance, service duration) that can
numbers.
then be used to evaluate different table mixes or table assignment
options.
This option is very useful for comparing different
table mixes or
table-assignment options, since it uses a common set of
information on parties when conducting the simulation. To use
this option you should run the “Create Common History” function
only once.
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dark-blue cells. Through trial and error, you should be able to find improved table mixes,
though you will probably reach a point where additional improvements cannot be found.
Key Outputs:
are three parts of the spreadsheet where useful results are presented: the Utilization
ExhibitThere
7
Chart, on the Results sheet, and in the Alternative Tried sheet. Here is a screen shot of
Sample
chartChart:
theutilization
Utilization
Results as of Day 250
6-Tops

Utilization Percentage

4-Tops

Seats

15-minute Time Interval

6

In general, one would like to see high utilizations of all table sizes being considered. In
Key with
Outputs
Exhibitaddition,
8
when the table mix is well-balanced
the customer mix, seat utilizations
There
are
three
parts of the spreadsheet where useful results
typically
or exceed
ow are two screenSample
captures
fromapproach
the
“Results”
sheet. 80%.
The first shows the summary
utilization
chart

are presented: the Utilization Chart, the Results sheet (Exhibit 8), and the Alternatives Tried sheet. A screen shot of
the Utilization Chart is shown in Exhibit 7.
In general, one would like to see high utilizations of
all table sizes being considered. In addition, when the table
mix is well-balanced with the customer mix, seat utilizations
typically approach or exceed 80 percent.
To evaluate the existing table mix, one would obviously
desire to have a high value of customers served, and a low
value of customers lost. The information in Exhibit 8, which
shows that about a quarter of the potential business is being
evaluate the existing table mix, one would obviously desire to have alost,
high
valuethat
ofit could be useful to try improving the
suggests
omers served, and a low value of customers lost. The information above,
which
table mix.
Theitsimulator
w that about a quarter of the potential business is being lost, suggests that
could bealso gives detailed information on results
by party size, as shown in Exhibit 9.
ul to try improving the table mix.

lts:

ailed information on results by party size are also shown on the Results sheet:
10
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To evaluate the existing table mix, one would obviously desire to have a high value of
customers served, and a low value of customers lost. The information above, which
show that about a quarter of the potential business is being lost, suggests that it could be
useful to try improving the table mix.
To evaluate the existing table mix, one would obviously desire to have a high value of
customers served, and a low value of customers lost. The information above, which
Detailed information on results by party size are also shown on the Results sheet:
show that about a quarter of the potential business is being lost, suggests that it could be
Exhibit 9
useful to try improving the table mix.

Detailed information by party size

Detailed information on results by party size are also shown on the Results sheet:

To get an idea about how you might reallocate capacity in the restaurant, look at the
“Customers Lost” column. In this case, many customers are being lost from party sizes
bigger than 6 people (because the table mix being evaluated only had 4-tops and 6-tops).
Thus, it would probably be good to evaluate reallocating capacity toward a larger table,
To get an idea about how you might reallocate capacity in the restaurant, look at the
perhaps
an 8-top or a 10-top.
Exhibit“Customers
10
Lost” column. In this case, many customers are being lost from party sizes
bigger
than
6
people (because the table mix being evaluated only had 4-tops and 6-tops).
Alternatives
screen
Here istried
a screen
shot from the “Alternatives Tried” sheet, taken after 3 table mixes had
Thus, it would probably be good to evaluate reallocating capacity toward a larger table,
been evaluated:
perhaps an 8-top or a 10-top.
Here is a screen shot from the “Alternatives Tried” sheet, taken after 3 table mixes had
been evaluated:

Columns L through AE of this sheet record the specific number of tables that were used
in each trial, but they were omitted from this summary for brevity. In examining the
To get an idea about how you might reallocate capacity
Notable Limitations
in the restaurant, look at the “Customers Lost” column. In
This
simulator
has a number
of assumptions:
Columns L through AE of this sheet record the
specific
number
of tables
that were used
this case, many customers are being lost from party sizes
in each trial, but they were omitted from this summary
for be
brevity.
In examining the
• Tables cannot
combined.
bigger than 6 people (because the table mix being evaluated
only had 4-tops and 6-tops). Thus, it would probably be
• Parties will not split—if a large enough table is not available,
good to evaluate reallocating capacity toward a larger table,
the party is lost.
perhaps an 8-top or a 10-top.
• Arrival distribution is Poisson, with a stable mean within
Exhibit 10 shows a screen shot from the “Alternatives
each 15-minute period.1
Tried” sheet, taken after three table mixes had been
evaluated.
• The “Maximum Tolerable Wait” applies to waiting parColumns L through AE of this sheet record the specific
ties, not to parties arriving (i.e., applied to actual, not
number of tables that were used in each trial, but they were
estimated wait). n
omitted from this exhibit for brevity. In examining the
results above, there is a clear improvement in the effectiveness of the table mixes from trial one through three. Again,
1 A Poisson distribution specifies the probability of the occurrence of
the goal should be to make the Served value (column I) as
independent events having a known average rate. This mimics a restaurant
high as possible, which also drives high values of Server Per
where business could die off entirely or you could be slammed during a
Space, or make the Lost value (column H) as low as possible. particular meal period, but the average arrival rate is consistent over time.
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